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Window On Humanity A Concise Introduction To Anthropology
From an award-winning anthropologist, a lively, accessible, and irreverent introduction to the field What is anthropology? What can it tell us
about the world? Why, in short, does it matter? For well over a century, cultural anthropologists have circled the globe, from Papua New
Guinea to California, uncovering surprising insights about how humans organize their lives and articulate their values. In the process,
anthropology has done more than any other discipline to reveal what culture means and why it matters. By weaving together examples and
theories from around the world, Matthew Engelke provides a lively, accessible, and at times irreverent introduction to anthropology, covering
a wide range of classic and contemporary approaches, subjects, and anthropologists. Presenting memorable cases, he encourages readers
to think deeply about key concepts that anthropologists use to make sense of the world. Along the way, he shows how anthropology helps us
understand other cultures and points of view—but also how, in doing so, it reveals something about ourselves and our own cultures, too.
William Golding’s unforgettable classic of boyhood adventure and the savagery of humanity comes to Penguin Classics in a stunning
Graphic Deluxe Edition with a new foreword by Lois Lowry As provocative today as when it was first published in 1954, Lord of the Flies
continues to ignite passionate debate with its startling, brutal portrait of human nature. William Golding’s compelling story about a group of
very ordinary boys marooned on a coral island has been labeled a parable, an allegory, a myth, a morality tale, a parody, a political treatise,
and even a vision of the apocalypse. But above all, it has earned its place as one of the indisputable classics of the twentieth century for
readers of any age. This Penguin Classics Graphic Deluxe Edition features an array of special features to supplement the novel, including a
foreword by Lois Lowry, an introduction by Stephen King, an essay by E. M. Forster, an essay on teaching and reading the novel and
suggestions for further exploration by scholar Jennifer Buehler, and an extended note by E. L. Epstein, the publisher of the first American
paperback edition of Lord of the Flies. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the
English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and
across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished
scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
From the internationally bestselling author of The Vegetarian, a “rare and astonishing” (The Observer) portrait of political unrest and the
universal struggle for justice. In the midst of a violent student uprising in South Korea, a young boy named Dong-ho is shockingly killed. The
story of this tragic episode unfolds in a sequence of interconnected chapters as the victims and the bereaved encounter suppression, denial,
and the echoing agony of the massacre. From Dong-ho’s best friend who meets his own fateful end; to an editor struggling against
censorship; to a prisoner and a factory worker, each suffering from traumatic memories; and to Dong-ho's own grief-stricken mother; and
through their collective heartbreak and acts of hope is the tale of a brutalized people in search of a voice. An award-winning, controversial
bestseller, Human Acts is a timeless, pointillist portrait of an historic event with reverberations still being felt today, by turns tracing the harsh
reality of oppression and the resounding, extraordinary poetry of humanity. Shortlisted for the International Dublin Literary Award Amazon,
100 Best Books of 2017 The Atlantic, “The Best Books We Read in 2017” San Francisco Chronicle, “Best of 2017: 100 Recommended
Books” NPR Book Concierge, 2017’s Great Reads Library Journal, “Best Books of 2017” Huffington Post, “Best Fiction Books of 2017”
Medium, Kong Tsung-gan’s “Best Human Rights Books of 2017”
Window on Humanity: A Concise Introduction to General Anthropology 7/eMcGraw-Hill Education
NATIONAL BESTSELLER Eight months on the bestseller lists in France! From the timeless wisdom of the ancient Greeks to Christianity, the
Enlightenment, existentialism, and postmodernism, Luc Ferry’s instant classic brilliantly and accessibly explains the enduring teachings of
philosophy—including its profound relevance to modern daily life and its essential role in achieving happiness and living a meaningful life. This
lively journey through the great thinkers will enlighten every reader, young and old.
One day Sophie comes home from school to find two questions in her mail: "Who are you?" and "Where does the world come from?" Before
she knows it she is enrolled in a correspondence course with a mysterious philosopher. Thus begins Jostein Gaarder's unique novel, which is
not only a mystery, but also a complete and entertaining history of philosophy.
A concise survey of the culture and civilization of mankind, The Lessons of History is the result of a lifetime of research from Pulitzer
Prize–winning historians Will and Ariel Durant. With their accessible compendium of philosophy and social progress, the Durants take us on a
journey through history, exploring the possibilities and limitations of humanity over time. Juxtaposing the great lives, ideas, and
accomplishments with cycles of war and conquest, the Durants reveal the towering themes of history and give meaning to our own.
One of the most popular anthropological case studies published in the last two decades, the latest edition of The Gebusi incorporates
important new fieldwork, bringing ethnographic excellence and a riveting story fully up to date. Readers are welcomed into the lives of Papua
New Guinea rainforest dwellers to witness a dramatic arc of cultural change and human transformation. When Knauft first studied them,
Gebusi practiced powerful spirit séances and sorcery divinations, held resplendent initiations that included distinctive sexual customs, and
endured high rates of violence. Sixteen years later, he found them participating in market activity, schooling, government programs, and
sports; performing their own popular music; and practicing Christianity. More recently, Gebusi have been battered by economic hardship and
withdrawal of government services—but have admirably revitalized their culture and livelihood. Sustained by traditions, access to land and
waterways, and a keen sense of humor and vitality, Gebusi exhibit resilience and dignity amid conditions of continuing uncertainty and
change. An absorbing, well-written, and humanistic account based on profound scholarship, The Gebusi, 4/E includes end-of-chapter
“Broader Connections” that link Gebusi experiences to major anthropological topics—subsistence, kinship and marriage, politics, religion,
gender and sexuality, ethnicity, nationalism, modernity, and the ethics of engaged and applied anthropology. A stunning full-color photo insert
accentuates Knauft’s absorbing narrative. Callouts to instructional videos recorded with Gebusi and to an extensive online image bank on
the author’s website further enrich the ethnography.
Life histories are an excellent means of crosscultural understanding. In detailing the life of a Comanche medicine woman who wanted her
methods recorded, Jones demonstrated such an intense interest in her training and experiences as a shaman that Sanapia not only accepted
him as a valued biographer but also adopted him as a son. Readers will enjoy this intimate portrait of the last surviving Comanche Eagle
doctor, revealed in descriptive accounts of her ritual behavior, her attitude toward the profession, the paraphernalia she employed, and her
function in Comanche society.
The sole survivor on a desperate, last-chance mission to save both humanity and the earth, Ryland Grace is hurtled into the depths of space
when he must conquer an extinction-level threat to our species.
This thought-provoking introduction provides an incisive overview of dignity law, a field of law emerging in every region of the globe that
touches all significant aspects of the human experience. Through an examination of the burgeoning case law in this area, James R. May and
Erin Daly reveal a strong overlapping consensus surrounding the meaning of human dignity as a legal right and a fundamental value of
nations large and small, and how this global jurisprudence is redefining the relationship between individuals and the state.
Society is broken. We can design our way to a better one. In our interconnected world, self-interest and social-interest are rapidly becoming
indistinguishable. If current negative trajectories remain, including growing climate destabilization, biodiversity loss, and economic inequality,
an impending future of ecological collapse and societal destabilization will make "personal success" virtually meaningless. Yet our broken
social system incentivizes behavior that will only make our problems worse. If true human rights progress is to be achieved today, it is time
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we dig deeper—rethinking the very foundation of our social system. In this engaging, important work, Peter Joseph, founder of the world's
largest grassroots social movement—The Zeitgeist Movement—draws from economics, history, philosophy, and modern public-health research
to present a bold case for rethinking activism in the 21st century. Arguing against the long-standing narrative of universal scarcity and other
pervasive myths that defend the current state of affairs, The New Human Rights Movement illuminates the structural causes of poverty, social
oppression, and the ongoing degradation of public health, and ultimately presents the case for an updated economic approach. Joseph
explores the potential of this grand shift and how we can design our way to a world where the human family has become truly sustainable.
The New Human Rights Movement reveals the critical importance of a unified activism working to overcome the inherent injustice of our
system. This book warns against what is in store if we continue to ignore the flaws of our socioeconomic approach, while also revealing the
bright and expansive future possible if we succeed. Will you join the movement?
This text is designed to provide a concise introduction to cultural anthropology, carefully balancing coverage of core topics with contemporary
changes in the field.
A vivid, sweeping history of mankind’s battles with infectious disease, for readers of the #1 New York Times bestsellers Yuval Harari’s
Sapiens and John Barry’s The Great Influenza. For four thousand years, the size and vitality of cities, economies, and empires were heavily
determined by infection. Striking humanity in waves, the cycle of plagues set the tempo of civilizational growth and decline, since common
response to the threat was exclusion—quarantining the sick or keeping them out. But the unprecedented hygiene and medical revolutions of
the past two centuries have allowed humanity to free itself from the hold of epidemic cycles—resulting in an urbanized, globalized, and
unimaginably wealthy world. However, our development has lately become precarious. Climate and population fluctuations and aspects of
our prosperity such as global trade have left us more vulnerable than ever to newly emerging plagues. Greater global cooperation toward
sustainable health is urgently required—such as the international efforts to harvest a Covid-19 vaccine—with millions of lives and trillions of
dollars at stake. Written as colorful history, The Plague Cycle reveals the relationship between civilization, globalization, prosperity, and
infectious disease over the past five millennia. It harnesses history, economics, and public health, and charts humanity’s remarkable
progress, providing a fascinating and timely look at the cyclical nature of infectious disease.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the textbook are included.
Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online
comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780077432980 .
"Tubbs' connection to these women is palpable on the page — as both a mother and a scholar of the impact Black motherhood has had on
America. Through Tubbs' writing, Berdis, Alberta, and Louise's stories sing. Theirs is a history forgotten that begs to be told, and Tubbs tells it
brilliantly." — Ibram X. Kendi, #1 New York Times bestselling author of How to Be an Antiracist and National Book Award winner Stamped
from the Beginning Much has been written about Berdis Baldwin's son James, about Alberta King's son Martin Luther, and Louise Little's son
Malcolm. But virtually nothing has been said about the extraordinary women who raised them. In her groundbreaking and essential debut The
Three Mothers, scholar Anna Malaika Tubbs celebrates Black motherhood by telling the story of the three women who raised and shaped
some of America's most pivotal heroes. A New York Times Bestsellers Editors' Choice An Amazon Editor's Pick for February One of
theSkimm's "16 Essential Books to Read This Black History Month" One of Fortune Magazine's "21 Books to Look Forward to in 2021!" One
of Badass Women's Bookclub picks for "Badass Books We Can’t Wait to Read in 2021!" One of Working Mother Magazine's "21 Best Books
of 2021 for Working Moms" One of Ms. Magazine's "Most Anticipated Reads for the Rest of Us 2021" One of Bustle's "11 Nonfiction Books
To Read For Black History Month — All Written By Women" One of SheReads.com's "Most anticipated nonfiction books of 2021" Berdis
Baldwin, Alberta King, and Louise Little were all born at the beginning of the 20th century and forced to contend with the prejudices of Jim
Crow as Black women. These three extraordinary women passed their knowledge to their children with the hope of helping them to survive in
a society that would deny their humanity from the very beginning—from Louise teaching her children about their activist roots, to Berdis
encouraging James to express himself through writing, to Alberta basing all of her lessons in faith and social justice. These women used their
strength and motherhood to push their children toward greatness, all with a conviction that every human being deserves dignity and respect
despite the rampant discrimination they faced. These three mothers taught resistance and a fundamental belief in the worth of Black people
to their sons, even when these beliefs flew in the face of America’s racist practices and led to ramifications for all three families’ safety. The
fight for equal justice and dignity came above all else for the three mothers. These women, their similarities and differences, as individuals
and as mothers, represent a piece of history left untold and a celebration of Black motherhood long overdue.

Captures the essence of the multi-layered subject of human rights law in a way that is authoritative, critical and scholarly.
One of the most widely used ethnographies published in the last twenty years, this Margaret Mead Award winner has
been used as required reading at more than 600 colleges and universities. This personal account by a biocultural
anthropologist illuminates not-soon-forgotten messages involving the sobering aspects of fieldwork among malnourished
children in West Africa. With nutritional anthropology at its core, Dancing Skeletons presents informal, engaging, and
oftentimes dramatic stories that relate the author’s experiences conducting research on infant feeding and health in Mali.
Through fascinating vignettes and honest, vivid descriptions, Dettwyler explores such diverse topics as ethnocentrism,
culture shock, population control, breastfeeding, child care, the meaning of disability and child death in different cultures,
female circumcision, women’s roles in patrilineal societies, the dangers of fieldwork, and facing emotionally draining
realities. Readers will laugh and cry as they meet the author’s friends and informants, follow her through a series of
encounters with both peri-urban and rural Bambara culture, and struggle with her as she attempts to reconcile her very
different roles as objective ethnographer, subjective friend, and mother in the field. The 20th Anniversary Edition includes
a 13-page “Q&A with the Author” in which Dettwyler responds to typical questions she has received individually from
students who have been assigned Dancing Skeletons as well as audience questions at lectures on various campuses.
The new 23-page “Update on Mali, 2013” chapter is a factual update about economic and health conditions in Mali as
well as a brief summary of the recent political unrest.
An ethologist shows man to be a gene machine whose world is one of savage competition and deceit
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again Includes all testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events. Cram101 Just the
FACTS101 studyguides gives all of the outlines, highlights, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online
comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanies: 9780872893795. This item is printed
on demand.
In Windows into the Soul, Gary T. Marx sums up a lifetime of work on issues of surveillance and social control by
disentangling and parsing the empirical richness of watching and being watched. Ultimately, Marx argues, recognizing
complexity and asking the right questions is essential to bringing light and accountability to the darker, more iniquitous
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corners of our emerging surveillance society.
Instant National Bestseller The first volume of the graphic adaptation of Yuval Noah Harari's smash #1 New York Times
and international bestseller recommended by President Barack Obama and Bill Gates, with gorgeous full-color
illustrations and concise, easy to comprehend text for adult and young adult readers alike. One hundred thousand years
ago, at least six different species of humans inhabited Earth. Yet today there is only one—homo sapiens. What happened
to the others? And what may happen to us? In this first volume of the full-color illustrated adaptation of his
groundbreaking book, renowned historian Yuval Harari tells the story of humankind’s creation and evolution, exploring
the ways in which biology and history have defined us and enhanced our understanding of what it means to be “human.”
From examining the role evolving humans have played in the global ecosystem to charting the rise of empires, Sapiens
challenges us to reconsider accepted beliefs, connect past developments with contemporary concerns, and view specific
events within the context of larger ideas. Featuring 256 pages of full-color illustrations and easy-to-understand text
covering the first part of the full-length original edition, this adaptation of the mind-expanding book furthers the ongoing
conversation as it introduces Harari’s ideas to a wide new readership.
National Book Award winner M. T. Anderson returns to future Earth in a sharply wrought satire of art and truth in the
midst of colonization. When the vuvv first landed, it came as a surprise to aspiring artist Adam and the rest of planet
Earth — but not necessarily an unwelcome one. Can it really be called an invasion when the vuvv generously offered free
advanced technology and cures for every illness imaginable? As it turns out, yes. With his parents’ jobs replaced by
alien tech and no money for food, clean water, or the vuvv’s miraculous medicine, Adam and his girlfriend, Chloe, have
to get creative to survive. And since the vuvv crave anything they deem classic Earth culture (doo-wop music, still life
paintings of fruit, true love), recording 1950s-style dates for the vuvv to watch in a pay-per-minute format seems like a
brilliant idea. But it’s hard for Adam and Chloe to sell true love when they hate each other more with every passing
episode. Soon enough, Adam must decide how far he’s willing to go — and what he’s willing to sacrifice — to give the
vuvv what they want.
Written by a prominent scholar in the field, Conrad Phillip Kottak, this concise, student-friendly, current introduction to
general anthropology carefully balances coverage of core topics and contemporary changes in the field. While
maintaining its connection with students through relevant examples, the combination of brevity, readability, and trusted
content makes Window on Humanity a perfect match for anthropology courses that use readings or ethnographies along
with a main text.
This New York Times bestseller is an exciting and fearless investigation of language from the author of Rationality, The Better
Angels of Our Nature and The Sense of Style and Enlightenment Now. "Curious, inventive, fearless, naughty." --The New York
Times Book Review Bestselling author Steven Pinker possesses that rare combination of scientific aptitude and verbal eloquence
that enables him to provide lucid explanations of deep and powerful ideas. His previous books - including the Pulitzer Prize finalist
The Blank Slate - have catapulted him into the limelight as one of today's most important popular science writers. In The Stuff of
Thought, Pinker presents a fascinating look at how our words explain our nature. Considering scientific questions with examples
from everyday life, The Stuff of Thought is a brilliantly crafted and highly readable work that will appeal to fans of everything from
The Selfish Gene and Blink to Eats, Shoots & Leaves.
Winner of: The Pulitzer Prize The National Book Critics Circle Award The Anisfield-Wolf Book Award The Jon Sargent, Sr. First
Novel Prize A Time Magazine #1 Fiction Book of the Year One of the best books of 2007 according to: The New York Times, San
Francisco Chronicle, New York Magazine, Entertainment Weekly, The Boston Globe, Los Angeles Times, The Washington Post,
People, The Village Voice, Time Out New York, Salon, Baltimore City Paper, The Christian Science Monitor, Booklist, Library
Journal, Publishers Weekly, New York Public Library, and many more... Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by
PBS’s The Great American Read Oscar is a sweet but disastrously overweight ghetto nerd who—from the New Jersey home he
shares with his old world mother and rebellious sister—dreams of becoming the Dominican J.R.R. Tolkien and, most of all, finding
love. But Oscar may never get what he wants. Blame the fukú—a curse that has haunted Oscar’s family for generations, following
them on their epic journey from Santo Domingo to the USA. Encapsulating Dominican-American history, The Brief Wondrous Life
of Oscar Wao opens our eyes to an astonishing vision of the contemporary American experience and explores the endless human
capacity to persevere—and risk it all—in the name of love.
Includes bibliograpical references and index.
This classic, bestselling study of the !Kung San, foragers of the Dobe area of the Kalahari Desert describes a people's reactions to
the forces of modernization, detailing relatively recent changes to !Kung rituals, beliefs, social structure, marriage and kinship
system. It documents their determination to take hold of their own destiny, despite exploitation of their habitat and relentless
development to assert their political rights and revitalize their communities. Use of the name Ju/'hoansi (meaning real people)
acknowledges their new sense of empowerment. Since the publication of the Third Edition in 2003, Richard Lee has made eight
further trips to the Kalahari, the most recent in 2010 and 2011. The Dobe and Nyae Nyae Areas have continued to transform and
the people have had to respond and adapt to the pressures of capitalist economics and bureaucratic governance of the Namibian
and Botswana states. This Fourth Edition chronicles and bears witness to these evolving social conditions and their impacts on
lives of the Ju/'hoansi. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Official U.S. edition with full color illustrations throughout. NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Yuval Noah Harari, author of the
critically-acclaimed New York Times bestseller and international phenomenon Sapiens, returns with an equally original,
compelling, and provocative book, turning his focus toward humanity’s future, and our quest to upgrade humans into gods. Over
the past century humankind has managed to do the impossible and rein in famine, plague, and war. This may seem hard to
accept, but, as Harari explains in his trademark style—thorough, yet riveting—famine, plague and war have been transformed from
incomprehensible and uncontrollable forces of nature into manageable challenges. For the first time ever, more people die from
eating too much than from eating too little; more people die from old age than from infectious diseases; and more people commit
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suicide than are killed by soldiers, terrorists and criminals put together. The average American is a thousand times more likely to
die from binging at McDonalds than from being blown up by Al Qaeda. What then will replace famine, plague, and war at the top of
the human agenda? As the self-made gods of planet earth, what destinies will we set ourselves, and which quests will we
undertake? Homo Deus explores the projects, dreams and nightmares that will shape the twenty-first century—from overcoming
death to creating artificial life. It asks the fundamental questions: Where do we go from here? And how will we protect this fragile
world from our own destructive powers? This is the next stage of evolution. This is Homo Deus. With the same insight and clarity
that made Sapiens an international hit and a New York Times bestseller, Harari maps out our future.
In this book, an anthropologist sets his experiences as a teenager fighting in the Vietnam War within the larger sweep of American
culture and society. When his daughter is born decades after he returned from war the violence of those experiences, long
suppressed, emerges from the shadows.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Includes all testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events. Cram101 Just the
FACTS101 studyguides gives all of the outlines, highlights, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive
practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanies: 9780078035081. This item is printed on demand.
This concise, student-friendly, current introduction to general anthropology carefully balances coverage of core topics and
contemporary changes in the field. Window on Humanity is a perfect match for general anthropology courses that use readings or
ethnographies along with a main text.
"The Society of the Spectacle" by Guy Debord (translated by Ken Knabb). Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of
titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of
world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.
Written by one of the prominent scholars in the field, this concise, up-to-date introduction to general anthropology carefully balances coverage
of core topics and contemporary changes in the field. Since no single or monolithic theoretical perspective orients this book, instructors with a
wide range of views and approaches can use it effectively. The combination of brevity and readability make Window on Humanity a perfect
match for general anthropology courses that use readings or ethnographies along with a main text.
Written by a prominent scholar in the field, Conrad Phillip Kottak, this concise, student-friendly, current introduction to general anthropology
carefully balances coverage of core topics and contemporary changes in the field. New to this edition, Connect Anthropology offers a variety
of learning tools and activities to make learning more engaging for students and teaching more efficient for instructors. Window on Humanity
is a perfect match for general anthropology courses that use readings or ethnographies along with a main text.
A provocative and inspiring look at the future of humanity and science from world-renowned scientist and bestselling author Martin Rees
Humanity has reached a critical moment. Our world is unsettled and rapidly changing, and we face existential risks over the next century.
Various outcomes—good and bad—are possible. Yet our approach to the future is characterized by short-term thinking, polarizing debates,
alarmist rhetoric, and pessimism. In this short, exhilarating book, renowned scientist and bestselling author Martin Rees argues that
humanity’s prospects depend on our taking a very different approach to planning for tomorrow. The future of humanity is bound to the future
of science and hinges on how successfully we harness technological advances to address our challenges. If we are to use science to solve
our problems while avoiding its dystopian risks, we must think rationally, globally, collectively, and optimistically about the long term.
Advances in biotechnology, cybertechnology, robotics, and artificial intelligence—if pursued and applied wisely—could empower us to boost the
developing and developed world and overcome the threats humanity faces on Earth, from climate change to nuclear war. At the same time,
further advances in space science will allow humans to explore the solar system and beyond with robots and AI. But there is no “Plan B” for
Earth—no viable alternative within reach if we do not care for our home planet. Rich with fascinating insights into cutting-edge science and
technology, this accessible book will captivate anyone who wants to understand the critical issues that will define the future of humanity on
Earth and beyond.
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